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“Most of these
children were
brought to church
by their parents
who also were in
attendance.”

“Look to your horizons and beyond. See—if you can, the weather that is coming and mark its
path. Adjust your course and your sails accordingly and make your preparations early and as best
possible for on the sea, it is you, your ship and your God.”
—From “An Ocean Crossing”, Memoirs of a Missionary, Glen Knight
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“The machinery of war and the cost expended to destroy lives as well as the lives lost in war’s execution, hardly make
sense. And I see it every day in relics left behind, rusting beneath the waves or jungle undergrowth of these islands. It was
long ago that these were abandoned here. Now, they only serve the memory. But I cannot see them as outmoded methods
of death to compare with modern methods. War itself is the outmoded factor. But still, it is the thing to which politics and
greed run to impose their will upon the world. People need The Lord.”
—Memoirs of a Missionary, Glen Knight

“Having specialized tools will invariably raise opportunities to
serve…”

Pacific Islands Newsletter
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...Reaching people on the edge!

-
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Email me:
glen@rimnativa.com
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“It’s 600 nautical miles. That translates into at least five days at sea or more if winds and waves aren’t
favorable. It further translates into approximately $3,400.00 worth of fuel and that’s just for the one-way
voyage. The turn-around will equal that. Is it worth the time and the cost of travel? I will ask you this—
What would you give or what would you do for those you love? All and anything, is your likely answer. So, I
give my answer as well to your question of worth—YES. It is wholly and ever a matter of love, that we go,
regardless of demand in the process.”
—Memoirs of a Missionary, Glen Knight

